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nding keeps day care ·from coming to Eastern
School-sponsored day care
HENCKEN'S CONCERNS
• Lack of funds

n years after a study looking into
ility of a campus-sponsored day care

• Conflicts with existing community day cares
• Challenges in starting a new business

'd not produce a program, the same
is getting in the way: money.

would work for Eastern, Hencken said.
Hencken added that money was the main fac

two conclusions," said President Lou

tor that contributed to not starting a program.

. "Everyone thought it'd be a won

But competition with established day care cen
ters in town was another concern, he said.

2, a committee spent almost a year

Dirk Muffier, l�t year's student vice presi

g whether a day care program

dent for student affairs, worked with the

·

for student affairs, was not satisfied with the

ing if Eastern would be interested in dis

conclusion.

cussing the issue, Hencken s:i.id.

"I hope someone reopens it and does fur

Hencken replied and brought up the con
cerns discovered in 1992.

'portion size

me'

ther investigation," she said. "It'd help faculty
and students alike. We are doing them a dis-

The difference was that the school set up a

that study and this study, it all came

and how do we pay for it?"

Faculty Senate and sent Hencken a letter ask

.

service. "

committee to investigate for nearly a year in

Michelle Luna, a senior sociology major

1992 while this year it was an idea and not a

and single mother, said that missing out on

long-term investigation, he said.

meetings for organizations and the lessening

"(They) had an idea that perhaps we need
to look at the area of day care on campus,"

of homework time are the effects of not hav
ing a school-sponsored day care program.

Hencken said.
SEE

Keila Lacy, current student vice president

D
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Feedback gives
professor ideas for
. improvement
BY

NORA MABERRY

STAFF REPORTER

I
A movie director's work may seem to be never
done.
James Painter thought his documentary,
"Portion Size Me,"

was

complete, but _after some

. feedback from test audiences, he changed his
mind.
"Portion Size Me," a documentary film about
portion control, was filmed at Eastern during the

2005 summer and made . its debut at the
American

Dietetic

Association

Food

and

Nutrition Conference in St. Louis during the
month of October.
"The feedback from the conference was posi
tive." Painter said. "They were adults and they
were polite."
Painter

took

the

film

to

the Illinois

Association of Family and Consu.mer Sciences
Conference in Springfield Oct. 28 and 29 and
then showed the film to several classes on cam
pus.

, oreator of "Pertion Size II" ...... the llfferwt in Ille sizes of llcloulll's driH Olpl. Painter said he feels� problem with o11esi1J
......... opt for Ille llrpr ... .,... Ille 111111.

"The classes had comments down to the
SEE

DOCUMENTARY
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achers graduate feeling prepared
The project collected feedback from gradu

require you to work with children," she said.

ates of 12 state universities and colleges. New

"It gives me the chance to use the information

teachers were asked how well their alma mater

from the other classes like the theories and

prepared them teaching jobs.
•
Nearly 99 percent of new teachers reponed

developmental stages in real life."

for a year s:Ud that Eastern's edu
d them well.

satisfaction with their career choices, and near

cation major, agreed.

em education alumni who have

97 percent of responding Eastern
said they were satisfied with

ly 92 percent were happy with the quality of
their colleges' education programs.

Christine Murphy, a junior early child edu
"You spend a lot of time on the floor with
children," she said. �So you get used to being

teacher preparation program in The

"The strongest point was the validation of a

uate Assessment project released

very strong program," said Rohn." Almost 97

month by the Illinois Association of

percent of the students surveyed said they were

The graduates who were interviewed credit

lie Colleges of Education and the

very well satisfied with the preparation that

ed their preparedness to the amount of practi

er Data Warehouse.

they received on Eastern's campus."

heads up the statewide project

The survey's results did not surprise Jessica

improve the quality of children's

Lystlund, a junior early childhood education

by better preparing new teachers.

with them, how to talk to them and how to
relate to them."

cal experience Eastern's education program
provided them, Rohn said.
"While that's a very challenging thing for us
a

major. She couldn't be more pleased with

to do, and it's

only proud of having the survey

Eastern's education program. She said her

expensive thing for us to do, since our gradu

Eastern was able to provide leadersaid Charles Rohn, dean ofEastem's
n and rofcWonal studies.

classes cover theories and topics that she will

ates fed that that is so important, it's some-

·

very time consuming and

encounter while working in the field.

"They

� very hdpful because the cl:Wes

�EE

TEACHERS
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FIVE-DAY OUTLOOK
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SATURDAY

SUNDAY
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Mostly sunny

Few showers

Rain/snow showers
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Sunny

31

32
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

Eastern hosts music festival
Eastern will open its campus
Saturday as host to the Illinois Music
Educators Association District V
Music Festival. The festival, which
Eastern has hosted for many years,
will include more than 100 music
educators and more than 750 stu
dents. All activities will begin at 8:30
a.m. Students will rehearse all day and
present concerts in the afternoon. The
concerts will begin with the Junior
Choir at 4:30 p.m. in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
Grand Ballroom, Junior Band at 5
p.m. in McAfee Gymnasium, Junior
Orchestra at 5:30 p.m. in the Union
·

with the German composers of the
20th century who were influential in
movies such as "Franke�stein."
However, they did not realize the
impact of their work in s�ch films
until later.
Faculty members who will perform
at the event, titled "Frankenstein and
the Music that Could Have Been:
Horror, Cinema and Avant-Garde
Music·," include Marilyn Coles,
Susan Teicher, Maureen Murchie,
Richard Barta, Keith Wright, Brian
Bromberg and Peter Loewen, who
will deliver a lecture. The program is
free and open to the public.

Ballroom, Senior Orchestra at 6 p.m.
in the Union Ballroom and Senior
Choir at 7 p.m. in the Union Grand
Ballroom. Admission is $2 for adults
and children. Students are free.

Professors analyze horror
music and "Frankenstein"
Members of the music faculty will
present a lecture and performance on
a�t-garde music in early horror
films at 7 p.m. in the Tarble . Arts
Center.
Since the 18th century, musicians
have used music in horror films to
spark emotion. This is especially true
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Kristopher llattis, freshman pre-thtraPJ major, rides his unicJlle to the liolocioal Soie1111s building on WednesdaJ
afternoon
•
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Teens dating earlier, marrying older
HAVE A SUGGESTION?

BY ABB". GABRYS

If you have any suggestions or ideas for

THE DAILY VIDETTE

articl es you woul d l ike to see in The
feel free to contact us at

DEN,

5B1-2812 or by e-mail

DENeic@gmail.com.

FIND A MISTAKE?

L et us know if you find a factual error in

The DEN

so we can provide the correct information to other

readers. Contact the editor at

581-2812 or

DENeic@gmai.
l com.
FAX:

PHONE: 217-581-2812
E-MAIL:

581-2923

DENEIC@GMAIL.COM
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Creasey said.
Dating in college today may be
more casual than it was in the past.
Creasey explained that a lot of college
students today are looking for more
support and companionship, rather
than looking at whether someone is
"marriage material."
"College can be stressful, so it's nice
to have a partner for stability. A lot of
times today people will date through
out college, but after college never
speak again," Creasey explained.

.MATT MEINHEIT

• • • • • • • • • • • •
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Charl eston, IL
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INSIDE DESIGN

NIGHT

(U-WIRE) NORMAL - When
thinking about dating, it may be easy
for college students to shudder and
become overwhelmed. Dating seems
to have become a complex phenome
non, and may be more than the tra
ditional dinner and a movie.
According to Gar}' Creasey, a psy
chology professor, the rules of dating
have changed over time.

. "Students are now dating earlier
than our parents did. They are more
comfortable and experienced with the
opposite sex today," Creasey
explained.
Creasey said that in teday's society,
people are getting married at a later
age than their parents might have.
"People used to marry younger
than they do now. When our parents
went to college, it was for work and
marriage. Now people are going to
college and putting their career fuse,"

61920

WTF?

Mother punishes through humility
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Tasha
EDMOND, Okla.
Henderson got tired of her 14-year
old daughter's poor grades, her chron
ic lateness to class and her talking back
to her teachers, so she decided to teach
the girl a lesson.
Sh<; PJa.d� Qqr� stand at a busy
_

Oklahoma City intersection Nov. 4
with a cardboard sign that read: "I
don't do my homework and I act up
in school, so my parents are preparing
me for my future. Will work for food."
This may not work. I'm not a pro
fessional," said Henderson, a 34-year
old �otl].�r of !hree. "But I felt I owed
"

it to my child to at least try."
In fact, Henderson has seen a turn
around in her daughter's behavior in
the past week and a half But the pun
ishment prompted letters and calls to
talk radio from people either praising
the woman or blasting her for publicly
h�atipg_h_er daughter.

Resumanla

1 p.m. IR
for educati
applying for
teaching. Fi
served.
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What is Seasonal Affective Disorder?

·some people suffer from symptoms of depression during the winter months, with
symptoms subsiding during the spring and summer months.

"f!i is may be a sign of

Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD). SAD is a mood disorder associated with
depression episodes and related to seasonal variations of light.

SAD:

jt is not just an emotion
More on the Web
For more information about depression, where to

to rain. The sky is gray. It's cold
outside. It's a typical gloomy day.
mean the weather is changing.
students, this can make them start
� This kind of depression is
nal affective disorder.
percentage of students at some point
· four years of college suffer from
severe depression," said Shauna
a counselor at Eastern's Counseling

go for help and other Life Skills workshops go to
the Counseling Center's site:

-.elu.edu/-counldr/cslwelc.html

Valentine's Day because they aren't in a rdation
ship or have just broken up with someone,"
Summers said.
Although the holidays make some students
cheerful and bright, others can experience signs
of depression.
Symptoms of depression are different for
every person. They can experience changes in
appetite or sleep patterns. They can also fed less
motivated to do work, and have mood swings,

causes of depression can vary from the
during months ofJanuary and February,
graduation to the holidays.
a lot of students come in around

ona

Information from the National Mental Health Association
http://www.nmha.org

Summers said.
Not only does depression affect a person men
tally but also phr.sically by causing muscle pains
and the feeling of tension.
"Students can come into the Counseling
Center and we can give them ideas of how to
relax or relieve stress, such as deep breathing
exercises," Summers said.
Srudents can alsO get help with depression
through therapy and medications.
"There's a lot they can do that is easy and
quick to help," she said.
Friends can also help students who might
show signs of depression. They can lend a listen
ing ear and help them with their stress, Summers
said.
If friends notice their peers withdrawing or
isolating themsdves or an increase in substance

use, such as drinking or marijuana, these are
signs of depression, said Mike Toz.er, a counselor
at the center.
"It is sometimes hard to approach someone,
but try to find out their preference (of dealing
with their own problems)," Summers said.
Friends also should not ignore.comments like,
"I wonder what it would be like without me," or
"I can't take this anymore," because this could
increase someone's isolation.
"These phrases are not just to attract attention
but warning signs," To:zer said. "Usually the stu
dent will not say anything because they are
scared of being lectured or. judged by their
peers."
Instead friends can talk to their peers about
their concerns in a position of caring, not lectur
ing them.

�isa' on display in Coleman Hall

. Wednesday in Coleman Hall, the
'on studies department sponsored
Mona Lisa," directed by Bob Hoskins.
deals with issues on alienation and
ility between men and women. The
t has been putting movies on every
and off for 25 years. However, the
·

t

has focused exclusively on cinema

years said Joe Heumann, professor of
tion studies.
movie, released in 1986, focuses o n

·
·

o

·

has just been released afrer seven
n and starts working for his former

man's job is to drive a prostitute anywants to go and he is completely
to

what he is doing.
lots of interesting things put on in

Heumann said.
is nontraditional compared to what
, he said.The movie is titled "Mona
it is about a woman of mystery; the

does not understand her until the end,
too late, he said.
the movie "In The Mood for Love,"
Kong and "Peeping Tom" will be
Movies from Africa, India, South
Asia and other countries will be
spring.
is to focus on as many different
as many different countries as we
weeks," Heumann said.
ent is trying to expose an inter-

ERIC HILTNER/THE OAJLY EASTERN NEWS

English professor Robin llurrar intenflr watches as "Iona Lisa" is presented in Coleman Hall Wednesday evening as part of the Communications
Studies Department World Cinema Seriei.
ested audience to quality cinema on a larger
screen, he said.
They're also trying to get a better room:
A discussion will take place if the audience
wants it, but most people leave immediately
afrer the film, he said.
Debra Schwenk, a freshman chemistry
•

major, said the film was weird and didn't think
it was beneficial.
"It was a nice experience but different," she
said. "I probably wouldn't have chosen some
thing like that to see in the theaters."
Ten people attended the event including stu
dents, faculty and community members.

Great Student Living
www.jbapartments.com�*
TURN·THAT

FROWN
UP-SIDE
DOWN

ADVERTISE
TODAY

581-2816

81JMCO A"Jf fff e

···�·
Non

- Members

Welcome to Play
615 7th Street

The amount of people th�t came was expect
ed, Heumann said.
"Sometimes we have up to 1 5 that come," he
said.
Usually people who are interested in fihns
that they've never heard of come to the event,
he said.
·

How Does

Sound?
University Village

345.1400
,�, �.!i!.I?.!��
Breakfast served anytime!
Daily Specials
.614 Jackson Ave.- 345-5089
·

·
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COMMENTARY

EDITORIAL CARTOON BY ADRIANNE_ HANLEY

HILLARY SETILE
MANAGING EDITOR

WARPING A\VAY
FROM REALITY
I have the bad habit of letting little things conswne my· life.

A couple of weeks ago, my roommate and I hooked up the

original Nintendo in our apartment. She only had a few
games, and the machine was temperamental, but that didn't
stop us from spending our spare time trying to get it to work
and playing when we could.
Then my neighbor (this is ·the great thing about living in
dose quarters like an apartment building) was visiting one day
while we were playing and mentioned she also had an original
Nmtendo. She brought it to our apartment, we hooked it up
and I have been conswned by the virtual world ever since.
I have been playing Nintendo, Super Mario Brothers 3 to
� specific, every moment I am home and not eating or sleep-·
ing. I haven't done hoµiework, thought about getting ready to
go home for break or called anyone for days. I've even been
slacking off at work to gain a few spare minutes in front of
the screen.
The sad thing is I haven't been alone. My roommate has

Nintendo fever just about as badly as I do, and we have made
it ow goal to beat the game.without using any whistles (for
you poor souls who don't know about Super Mario Brothers
3, the whistles warp you w another world). The addiction has
become contagious, and we have influenced each other poor
ly, both continually luring each other in to the'worfd of
Nintendo when either of us sit down to play. Mario has
becoJ:De our ultimate distraction from every responsibility we
have.
The past week has barely existed for either of us, as we put
our normal lives on hold. We've been too busy spitting fire. balls at goombas, flying into the clouds for extra coins and
battling Bowser to try and save Princess Toadstool. We have
found the different worlds of Nintendo to be far more fasci
nating and important than the reality we've been living in all
semester. Who wouldn't want to jwnp through giant world
four or outsmart the ghosts in world six rather than write a
five-page paper and study for a test?
Afi:er days of practice and warm up, my roommate and I sat
down Tuesday night to defeat the game that has been holding
us hostage from our normal lives. We played straight through,
struggling to find every coin and taking the time to uncover
every secret (my roommate knows every in and out of Mario
3, making the game that much more fun). We squealed
together during dose calls, shated sighs of exasperation at .
tough levels and cheered in triwnph when _we advanced to
another world. We laughed together at our bi.i.arre obsession
and vented our anger when we made stupid mistakes.
At 3 a.m., m.anf hours after beginning our mission, we had
just crossed into '\\'.orld seven {there are eight total). We had
accumulated more than 30 lives and were determined to
make it all the way. Then the dog, before anyone could think,
raced in front of the television and our ob5e$ion and pulled
the cord out from the Nintendo. The game was lost. We were
·defeated, and not by Bowser, but by the reality that our pre
cious Nintendo had been shielding us from for more than a
week.
Just like that it was back to life and responsibility. My
roommate went to bed to get some rest for her claSses the fol
lowing day, and I started studying, attempting to salvage what
I could from the week I had taken a hiatus from.
Disregarding life for so long makes it that much harder to
come back to. But the truth is, I didn't mind.
- A world full of koopa troopas and lakitus, honestly, proba
bly isn't worth the time and effort my roommate and I have .
put into it, but our time together during our adventure defi
nitely was Our laughter, frustration and memories are things
that carry into reality, and that's worth putting life on hold
'
for.

EDITORIAL

Success should be rewar
If Eastern's football team wins either its game

Eastern coirrounity and other

. with Jacksonville S..tate or the OVC draw in the

campus, which could benefit

event of a three way tie, the Panthers could host

though

their first playoff game since

playoff

game

2001, an opportuni

ty that should not be missed.

pie into the community.

To host the first round Division I-AA playoff
game,_ a school must pledge

Competing in the playoffs
Eastern's athletic department wi

$30,000 to the

NCAA. The. cost, for ,a second-round game is

•that· ·
.

not be''
missed.by Eastern'$

!athletic department
•

iq profits while students are away for Thanksgiving
break, Eastern's athletic department· should take on
the challenge and bid to host a playoff game for the

tool, but bringing students to

)This IS

$40,000, and the cost to host the semifinals is
$50,000.
Although it may be a difficult to make $30,000

Tue fuotbaU team has

layed'well enough
'be·

i

•

best interest of Eastern's community.

As John Smith, Eastern's associate athletic direc
tor for development said, "Playing Division I is
not all about makirtg money."

'as Jong -as "
rthe Panthers finish tl\e'
; season strong and
�
' capture the Ohio
1 Valt
Conference
;�title
. ; \gi;�,
;w
·**:.:=;.;� .

Pan

Similarly, the further the

playoffs, the greater the influenc.e
Therefore, if presented the oppo
playoff game, with the possib"
home team advantage to advands
bility of winning the playoff
This venture will provide
community, aqd may not ne
profits either.

Eastern's players and coaches have worked hard

·

the

and deserve this opportunity. Hosting a playoff game is not only

"{The athletic department) broke about

considered prestigious, but would provide the Panthers with the . ing
home field advantage. This yeat"the Panthers won all but one

$500 or so" at the last playoff game

according to Smith.

game played at O'Brien Field.
In addition to giving the deserving team a great opportunity,
. a playoff game hosted at Eastern will also bring people to the

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDI11
MISREPRESENTED STANCE
IN A PREVIOUS EDITORIAL
In your Nov. 10 editorial, The Daily

·

Eastern News suggested that I was argu

ing that expelling a student for dealing ;
drugs was archaic. This is a serious mis
characterization of my eatlier letter {Nov.

4).

The original story {Nov. 2) stated that
the student in question was expelled for
possession and "giving" cocaine to oth
ers. It was said in the editorial that it is
safe to preswne that "giving" drugs· to
others means selling. There is a big dif
ference between giving a drug to some
one and selling it to them.

.

·

The story said the student gave it. I
presumed that the writer would have
said "selling" rather than "giving" if the
drug was indeed sold. People every
where, even those who do drugs, share
with others. In fact, more drug users
probably give drugs away more than sell
them.
Thus, given what your journalist stat
ed, his or her presumed faciliry with the
English language and the fact that drug
users more commonly give drugs to oth-·
ers than sell them, it is not safe to pre
swne that the drugs were sold.
I believe that a university might expel
a person, but not expel the person who

gave the alcohol to the:
underaged coed who
a car while she was in
bet more inebriated

too severe.

•

,

a junior journalism major,
can be reachetf at D�)ig@gmailcom,.

�''e'"�-.0:--0:-�

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor addressing local, state, national and international ·
than 250 words and include the authors' name, telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in school and
and staff should indicate their position and department. letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reseive the

Settk,

� �·

�
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··'
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length. Letters can be sent to

•,

'.

•'

DIENelc@slllall.com. .
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SENATE

fessors' syllabi should address '10-minute rule'
t Senate may have helped clarify just
a student must wait for a professor
to appear for class when it passed
olution 05-06-05.
lution, which is really a recommen
uests professors add into their syllabi
stating how long students must wait
ving when a professor doesn't show
Jill David, chair of the academic affairs

BY BRIAN GARTLAN

t Senate also voted to table a bill to
t leadership conference in Texas.
whoever does go comes back with
DAVID THRILL/IHE D'\ILY EASTERN NEWS
uable information for the rest of
Government," said Keila Lacy, student Student BodJ President Rran Berger and Keila Lacr, student vice president for student affain, look on
· ent for student affairs.
as Student Secreta11 Ashlei Birch Draws names during the Student &ovemment elections ballot 1otte11
also tabled a bill to grant money to go after the Student Senate meeting Wednesday night..
e Illinois Board of Higher Education
Advisory Conference.
ference would be an "extremely valuable oppor- for higher education. tunity" for the school.
r education needs to be made more of
Senate member Jeffrey Collier agreed, saying
.
and this is a great way to do it," said
The conference would include other univer it would be money well spent.
Berger, student executive vice presi- sities from around the state in an effort to
"If Eastern can host IBHE-SAC, it will show
increase awareness and participation about lob people in Springfield that Eastern 1s senous
t Speaker Adam Howell said the conbying to legislators in Springfield about funding about lobbying," Collier said.

NSTEIN EXHIBIT

aker ties 'Fi:ankenstein to modern disability issues
2002 for Post Modern Culture, an online aca

·

·

'

CITY REPORTER

,260 to go toward COSGA, a student

50 students and· a handful of faculty
in the Booth Library Wednesday
n to discuss "Frankenstein's" relevance to
y disability issues.
t housed students from special educa
. y and consumer sciences and early
cation classes.
Mossman, associate professor of litera
disability studies at Western Illinois
'ty, presided.
, who has a prosthetic leg, explained
of being disabled in the modern world
g with people who stare.
cone involved with disability studies, a
in Mossman's job is to investigate
what happens at the specific moment
pie stare.
it's pretty clear that the novel
ein" . . . deals with that exact issue and
pens when people perceive the crea
man said.
spent most of the presentation read
a paper, most of which he'd written in

New law to
slow meth
production

demic journal. One of the paper's main points
made light of the way a person's physical differ
ences influence social interaction.
"When the surface of the body is different . . . .
the interior of the body is likewise understood as
different or strange or abnormal," Mossman said.
"And thus, the stereotypes of disability are
made."
Mossman cited a personal example from his
childhood, in which he and his brother sold
magazines at local supermarkets.
Although their only noticeable difference was
his prosthetic leg, Mark Mossman sold consider
ably more magazines.
"People could see my prosthetic limb, and they
immediately felt sorry for me . . . " he said. "l)iey
gave me a ton of cash."
Al�ough this instance proved to be positive
for Mossman, he now deems such stereotypes
and ueatments to be negative because they place
disabled people outside the norm.
To tie this point in with the novel, Mossman
noted that Frankenstein's creation was not born a
monster, but was made one through society's per
ceptions.

GET IT!

LoVE IT!

"The creature's bodily difference and anatom
ical abnormalcy is linked entirely to the creature's
inner self . . . " Mossman said. "In the end, the
tragedy of the creature is that he can see himself
as nothing but a monster."
When asked about the possibility of teaching
children not to stare, Mossman said a child star
ing for reasons of curiosity is ultimately okay.
The problem occurs when curious stares become
condescending ones.
''A child noticing difference, there's nothing
wrong with that," he said. "But when the wolves
start to circle, . then there's something that's
wrong."
Mossman also discussed the controversy sur-.
rounding disability in the media and the ques
tion of "Can disability be funny?"
He cited disabled "South Park" characters
Trmmy and Jimmy as an example.
"Are Timmy and Jimmy offensive to people
with disabilities, or are they in some way posi
tive?" he asked. "Everyone on "South Park" has
something. Cartman's overweight, Kyle's a Jewish
kid. And so; their p<>int is that this is a part of
Trmmy's identity. Timmy's a person. It's not like
he's this hero, or someone to exclude."

Elected officials m Illinois are
taking steps forward to prevent the
spread of crystal methamphetamine
ingredients throughout the state.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich signed
Senate Bill 273, Methamphetamine
Precursor Control Act, "into legisla
tion Wednesday, which makes it
tougher for people to get a hold of
cold medicines that contain
ephedrine and pseudoephedrii:ie.
These ingredients are the key
ingredients in producing meth.
Attorney General Lisa Madigan
pushed for the bill, which requires
stores to keep cold medicines
behind the counter.
The law requires a purchaser to
be at least 1 8 years old, supply their
name, address, time of purchase
and type of product.
Logs will be kept confidential,
but they will be available to police
officers so purchasers can only buy
two packages at one time and
monthly purchases are limited.
The East Central Illinois Drug
Task Force said by limiting these
products it is limiting meth.
The law will take effect on Jan.
1 5.
Employees and purchasers who
violate the law can face misde
meanor charges.
"Signing of this legislation into
law means that Illinois will never be
a weak link in a chain of states
working to put meth makers out of
business," Madigan said. "It brings
law enforcement and retailers
together, in a united front, to make
it harder for criminals to complete
their shopping lists."
On Jan. l , 2005, Illinois adopted
a law that was proposed by
Madigan, said adult strength cold
tablets that contain ephedrine or
PSE as their only active ingredient
behind store counters.
Certain stores, such as"Wal-Mart,
already put these medicines behind
the counter.

U11ique Pl'Cp@i.ati@s
Fearured Building of tl1e day:

'"1;1te Jttille11.11.iU111 Plc1ee""
OJt 4a#1t S#Pee#

Washer & Dryer
Private bath
Walk-in closet

ALL blct.UDED

Game & Fi�s Center

Tanning �ed

Picnic & grill patio

t IOMTJIY RDrr!

f

*Skylights ,& Vaulted Ceilings*

*Beautifully Furnished * Laundry Facility*
*Vanities in ALL Bedrooms * Pool Tables*
*Hot tubs

*

Weight Equipment*

*Exercise Equipment * Saunas*

·CAMPUS PRIVATE APARTMBRTS.
Open Everyday
9:00 AM-11:00 PM

THESE APARTMENTS ARE HUGE !J!
AND SO CLOSE TO CAMPUS !J!
lbtique hcpwfjies 21'l-M$-lj�

SHOWTIMES FOR NO V 14

IN tlER SHOES(PG13)

- NOV 1 1

DAILY 6:45

ELIZABETHTOWN(PG13)

DAILY 7:00

St10\\ PLAC[

:\"l -F " t; f:As,. ct= � · BY CA;i:Lf ::: k w:
\lv•oc11 - 1 -800-FANDANGO 1 57 3 1t
en:

$5.26-Au.

BEFORE f Pll

SHOWTIMES FOR NOV 14 - NOV 17
ZATHURA(PG) 3:50 6:40 9:1 5

DERAILED(R) 5:20 7:50 1 0:20
GET RICH OR DIE TRYIN(R) 5:40 8:1 5
CHICKEN l..ITG
TLE( ) ON TWO SCREENS
4:15 5:10 6:30 7:30 8:45 9:40

JARHEAD(R) 4:40 7:1 5 1 0:10
SAW ll(R) 5:00 8:00 1 0:30
LEGEND OF ZORRO(PG13) 4:00 6:50 9:50
PRIME(PG13) 4:30 7:00 9:45
DREAMER(PG) 4:50 7:40 1 0:00

�i�
ng �-*
t l�w
�_s_w_d�e_n_
�at
* ��_G_re
www.jbapartments�com
__
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FACULTY SENATE

Refining research grant proposals·

uncil for Faeult Researi

BY ADAM TEDDER

STAFF REPORTER

The Faculty Development and Grants and Research commit
tees held a presentation today at noon in the Mammvi.11.e room
of the Marcin Luther King Jr. University Union on "How to
write a proposal to the Council on Faculty Research."
Bob Chesnut, director of grants and research, led the work
shop and encouraged the fu.culty members to participate in dis
cussion.
Chesnut stressed a more professional writing approach among
other tips to writing a succ.essful proposal
He encouraged attendees to write like they would write for
The New York Times.
Chesnut said he thinks it is too early to know the results of his
presentatiorui like whether they have helped the fu.culty make
betteq>ro sals.
"To tell between attendance of these meetings and succ.essful
proposals would be very difficult without having keeping extensive records of attendance," Chesnut said.
.
His approach has been successful and earned him some appre
•

ciation.
"He has conducted three sessions on grants for faculty," said
Mildred Pearson, director offaculty development. "They have all
been very informative and well attended. Faculty members have
been very appreciative."
Some faculty members thought that the presentation will help
them write better proposals.
Certainly, said Genie Deerman, an assistant professor in
sociology. "Providing examples we can actually see is very help
ful."
Besides just having his power point presentation as a hand out,
Chesnut also distributed four examples of successful proposals.
Other audience members also learned from the session.
"It's always very useful to come to these sessions," said Robert
Peterson, an art history teacher. "The advice about being specif
ic with goals in the summer session will be helpful."
At the end of the presentation, Chesnut wished everyone in
the audience good luck for writing successful proposals.
The most important part of his presentation is "giving faculty
pointers tQ suCceed," he said.
"

their clients appeal.
"We're disappoin
Karaganis said.
"

legitimate cha:ract4=rJZil
The judge had ·

ERIC HILTNER/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Bob Chesnlif, from the Office of Grants and Research, presents a fat:ully development
workshop of ''How to write a proposal for the Council of Faculty Research" in the
larti11Yille �DI of the lartin LutHr ling Jr. UniwenilJ U1ion WednesdaJ afternoon.

Losi ng yo u r ,
hea lth i nsu ra n ce?
When you graduate , you may lose your student coverage . Don' t worry-Health
Alliance offers Custom Choice health plans that are customizable for your health
care needs . The coverage your grandpar�nts have may be too much, but you
should plan for unexpected medical costs .

C hoose a custom plan that's perfect for you and your pocketbook. Visit us at www.
customchoice.org for an instant quote, compare plans and prices, view our list of
providers and even download an application .

Custom Choice-i nd ividual pla ns as i nd ivid ua l as you . .

www. customchoice . org

DAVID BRUMMER

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

attorney Diane Pei.an
"This is a complete
city," she said.
Attorneys represen ·
Elk Grove Village and
owners said they

"

1 -866- 5 4 7 -32 96

BY

ucture
Old �
New:

.
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Judge lifts le
restraining o
O'Hare expan
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tant testifies at
trial, informs of
d campaign fees
m> PRESS
GO - A political amsultant testified at
. George Rrafls corruption trial
that while Ryan was endorsing Sen. Phil
the GOP presidential nomination in
aides were quietly p�ing the Texan's
fur $103,000 in consulting fees.
s the way we do things in Chicago,"
consultant John Weaver quoted
of staff Scott Fawell as saying.
rs say the Gramm campaign paid
000 in such fees to Fawell, another
and Ry.ids daughters through a man
oonsulting company.
'

·

Co. lays off staffen at
Tribune, LA Tim••

GELES - Three newspapers owned
Co., including the company's two
papers in Chicago and Los Angeles, said
they will cut jobs amid declining cir
and revenue.

.
BRIEFS "'9
STATE

PA G E 7

Rock Island County Circuit Jvdge James
Teros set a hearing for Nov. 23 to schedule a new
trial, the Rock Island h;gus and The {Moline)
JJispatch reported.

Tribune paper, The (Baltimore) Sun, and Knight Insurance regulaton demand
Ridder Inc.'s San Jose Mercury News · both national catastrophe plan
announced similar cost-cutting moves.
SAN FRANCISCO - Top insurance regulaThe Los Angeles limes said Wednesday it is . tors from California, Florida, Illinois and New
eliminating about 85. newsroom positions., or York on Wednesday qlled for an overhaul of
approximately 8 percent of its editorial staff.
national catastrophe coverage, arguing that poli
Some of the cuts already have come through cies should protect homeowners and renters
attrition and some will FQme through a volun from every peril, except war and terrorism.
The four regulators, who organized the event,
tary separation program, editor Dean Baquet
wrote in an e-mail to staff. The balance will made their joint call during a two-day summit at
come through layoffs by year's end
a suburban San Francisco hotd where they hud
dled to hammer out a formal plan for national
Mistrial declared in teen accused comprehensive coverage.
That plan calls for insurance carriers to pro
of murdering schoolmate
ROCK ISlAND - A mistrial was declared vide protection against most natural disasters at
Wednesday in the trial ofa 1 7-year-old girl acrused reasonable rates while offering premium reduc
of killing a schoolmate whose body was burned, tions to customers who take extra steps to limit
the daJ.nage from a catastrophe.
dismembered and dumped in two counties.
Sarah Kolb was Charged with two counts of
first-degree murder and one count of concealing Chicago native honored with
a homicide in the death of Adrianne Reynolds, Human Rights Award for Katrina
1 6, of East Moline. Kolb fu.ced up to 60 years in
WASHINGIDN A New Orleans commu�
prison if convicted on all counts.
nity organizer who has fought for the poorest
-

I

victims ofHurricane Katrina reeeived the Robert
F. Kennedy Human Rights Award on
Wednesday.
Stephen Bradberry is the first black American
bestowed the honor, which typically goes to
activists overseas,
The 45-year-old Chicago native is the lead
organizer for the New Orleans chapter of the
Association of Community Organizations for
Reform Now.
"I certainly don't consider the things I do to be
anything extraordinary," Bradberry said at ;t
Capitol Hill ceremony where he was presented
with the award by Kennedy's brother, Sen.
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass.

Contractor barred from state
work says government still owes
SPRINGFIELD - The state has banned a
financially troubled Springfield contractor from
working on state projects, but the finn blames its
woes on the government, saying the state hasn't
paid it for work on the Abraham Lincoln
Presidential Llbrary and Museum.
"I have no idea what I could have ever done to
cause the problems I'm having, or why anybody
or an agencywoUld want to do this to somebody,"
said Siciliano lnc.'s president, Rick Lawrence.

BO O GI E
IOWll nG

I S R I C I< !
at

C HARLESTON

LAN ES!

h u rsdays from I Opm- 1 am

$12

PER PERSON

includes: bowling, shoes, &
FOUR $ 1 VOUCH ERS
1 3 I 0 E Street, C harleston
2 1 7.345.6630

YOUll CATElllNG
$0LUTIONlll

BOX L UNCHES. PL A T TERS. PA R TIES!
D ELIVERY O R D ERS w i l l i nc l u de a d e hY e ry
c harge o f 25C per ite m H-1 lc1 .

M o n day
$3.50 Long· Islands
Tu e s d a y
$ 2 Jim Bean
Wed n e s d ay
$ 1 .50 Coors Light
$2 Absolut & Bacardi
Th u rs d ay
$ 1 .50 Rolling Rock
$2 Southern Comfort
F r i d ay
$2 Corona & Modelo
$2 Jack Daniels
S atu rday
$ 1 .50 PBR & Vodka Rail

..

'
'
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CLASSIFIEDS
. HELP WANTED

SUB LESSORS

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

S E M ESTER B R EAK WORK

FOR

Spring 06. Campus Pointe, fur

$ 1 7 .25

Millennium Place, The Atrium,

nished, $400/mo.

work. Customer Sales/Service.

Cou rtyard

on

9th ,

Century

FALL 2006.

Conditions Exist. All Ages 1 8+.

C rossing,

Panther

Heights,

BED ROOM HOUSES, APTS . ,

1 1 /1 6

CALL TODAY TO INTERVIEW

Campus Edge and the East

A N D D U P LEXES.

Sublessor needed for January

BETWEEN 1 1 /1 9-1 1 /27 OVER

View. The CLOSEST, nicest &

WWW. E I P RO P S . C O M

2006.

THAN KSG I V I N G

Female

S u blessor

needed

Everything

included. Call 21 7-840-708 1 .
______

Base-Appt.

1 -6 week

R ENT

FAL L

2006 :

FOR RENT

EASTE R N I LLINOIS PROPER

N ice one bedroom apartment

TIES

FO R

available Spring 06'. A/C� good

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, & 7

parking PETS ALLOWED. 1 006

NOW

LEAS I N G

V I EW

cleanest apartments around.

CONTACT M ELISSA

apartment very close to cam

Bloomington : (309) 661 -0888,

Fully

621 0 OR 549-021 2.

pus. 61 8-599-8075. Kaitlyn .

Ch icago/Li ncoln

PROPERTIES 2 1 7-345-5022

Large,

One

Bed room

______

1 1 /1 6

B R EAK.
Park :

(3 1 2)

397- 1 570, G u rnee : (847) 356-

Female roommate(s) needed .

349 1 ,

Napervi l l e :

(630)

505-

furnishe.d .

U N IQUE

____

1 1 /1 8

0704, North S hore : (847) 881 -

room

cious rooms, utilities and dish

2566,

A/C, local owner, no pets. 273-

washer included . Call Rachel,

361 1 , Orland Park: (708) 460-

Spring

semester.

W/D ,

spa

Oakbroo k :

(630)

574-

9754, Schaumburg : (847) 925-

(2 1 7) 821 -5403.

______ 1 1 /1 8
Sublessor needed for Spring

houses.

Large

rooms,

1 395.
____

UNIQUE

0554

NOW

1 1 /1 8

P R O P E RT I E S

RENTING

FOR

IS

1 212

PAI D , 1 1 MO. LEASE , SECURI

Good location, DSL, fur

TY DEPOSIT REQU I R E D . NO

n ished plenty storage. No pets.

P ETS . 348-8305 OR 549-9092

235-0405 or 3 1 7-3085.

_______

1 212

House W of square. 2 individual

NOW LEAS I N G FALL-S P R I NG
'06-07.

FALL

W/D ,
9665.

air,

shared

kitchen,

$200/month .

345-

2006. We have many apart
ments at many different loca

ness center and game room.

wanted good speaking skills

tions for 1 ,2,3,4&5 people so

4 Bedroom, 2

Cable, internet, and all utilities

required $8.00 per hour start

close to campus. Don't sign a

rent for Fall Semester.

included $395/mo.21 7-549-5999

ing. Call 345-5560.

lease

Air, Wash/ Dry. Dishwasher. 2

1 1 /1 8

____

1 1 128

$250/

next

year without
1 1 /1 8

APTS .
ING,

_______

Bath ,

1 212

House to
Central

11

&

2

B E D ROOM

WATER & TRASH PAI D .

MO. LEAS E:

D E PO S I T
PETS .

SECUR ITY

R EQ U I R E D .

348-8305 OR

NO
549-

9092.

Blocks from Campus. Call 3455682.

·1

OFF STR EET PARK

_______

1

bedroom

apt.

1 /27

for rent for

1 -2 sublessor(s) needed- 2 B R

! BARTE N D I N G I

apartment, Spring '06. $260 a

potentia l .

Experience

PANTH E R PADS has a n 6,7,8

month per person. Water, trash

Necessary. Training Provided.

B R house for 06-07. C LEAN &

FALL 2006. TWO BEDROO M ,

just

included. Will lease 1 -2 people.

1 -800-965-6520 ext. 239

WELL MAINTA I N E D . Only 1

TW O BATH APTS. W/D 1 026

garbage, heat allowance, part

No

day

for

checking us out! 2 1 7-345-5022

1 /27

DARIGAN APTS , 751 6TH ST.

bedrooms,

1 1 /1 8

____

OFF

PAR K I N G , TRAS H

Now renting Fall , Spring 2006-

Partime Customer Care Rep.

____

STRE ET

3 &4

APTS .

07.

closet. Club house w/lanning, fit

2006 . W/D, private bath, walk in

FALL-SP R I N G '06-07.
B E D ROOM

_______

0708, or Rockford: (81 5) 395-

9TH ST. APTS . NOW LEAS I N G

345-

@

1 219

_______

OR

_______

Near campus. 3 , 4 and 6 bed

DAVIS. CALL 21 7-840:6427

At

____

1 216

_______

8/1 5/06 to 713 .110 7. PETS OK,
S

of

campus.

Parki ng,

Call 2 1 7-454-5939 or 21 7-4 1 2-

block from Lantz. Call 345-31 48

EDGAR D R . TWO BEDROOM

furnished or u nfurnished . Last

6934.

for details or check us out at

HOUSE. 348-5032.

mo & $ 1 1 0.00 security to move

FOR RENT

______ 1 1 /1 8

www.pantherpads.com

3 Bedroom Apartment Spring 06.

______

1 219

_______

1 1 11 8

Starting 8/1 5/06 1 , 2 , and 4

2 or 3 people. $300 per person.

R'oyal Heights Apartments. 3

Available for Fall of 2006- 3

bedroom

W/D, 3 bathrooms, parking, trash

Bedroo m ,

Bat h ;

bedroom, 2 bath duplex, east of

a b l e . On campus close t o E I U

All

provided. Call 61 8-791 -3639

Furnished,

1 509

campus. 345-5821 or www.rcr

police,

garbage

rentals.com for more informa

o p e rated ,

tion.

apartments.

____

Sublessor

needed

1 1 /1 8

$400/

1 /2

•

S u bway)

Second(behind

starting

Spring, Fall 2006. Call Becky at

January. Close to Campus. 2
Bedrooms.

1

1 1 /1 8

owned

clean

and

and

_____ 1 /28
·

near

campus
and

yard

i nclude
mowin g .

n ice

Houses- W/D, Dishwasher, air.

Furnished, some

7,5,4,3 bedrooms. Apartments

with d i shwashers, central air,

studio 1 ,3,4 bedrooms.

For Lease Spring 2006- one or

secu rity l ightin g ,

6967.

____

____

l ocal l y

ava i l 

1 1 11 6

345-0936.

month .

a part m e nts

in. $385/mo for 1 , $435/mo for
2. Leave message 348-8848.

laundry on

345-

Utilities included except elec

4 , 6 B R House.

2 B R Apt for

two person for a two bedroom,

premises,

tricity. 8 1 5-275-4573.

06107 close to campus 1 1 mo.

fully furnished apartment near

ing, trash paid . "Thi s i s where

www.charlestonilapts.com

lease.

Family Video

you want to l ive!"

LOOK FOR

____

1 1 11 8

Sublessor needed for Spring
1

bdrm

nice apt.

$380/month .

semester.

Pets

welcome.

Call Jennifer 259-1 742.

Partially furnished. Call

Mollie 8 1 5-786-4 1 72. No pets.
____

1 1 /1 6

3 Bedroom apartment, newly
remodeled

·

-----��-- 1-216

PERSONALS

at

1 409

9th

$265 per person

plus utilities.

1 0 month lease.
Call Adam

at 51 5-321 -8722 for showing.
ATIENTION ALL G RADUAT-

______

ING SEN IORS ! If you are inter-

1 1 /1 6

Available for 2006-2007, fully
furnished apartments, fou r bed

ested in a yearbook of your senior year, and are not sure how to

. room

house,

and

duplexes.

Ninth Street next to the Buzzard

pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1 802

Building

Buzzard Hall, "and for only $6 we

locations.

will mail you a copy in the Fall

some util ties included i n rent,

when they are published.

for additional

Call

581 -28 1 2 for more information.

and

j

Lincoln

Street

DSL capable and
information call

348-0 1 57.

00

______

_______

1 1 /1 7

S P R I NG 2006. Jan.-June. By

FOR SALE

campus, nice 3-bedroom, 1 and
1 12 bath · house with garag e ,

Computer desk for sale , $20.

basement, washer/dryer. $780.

Call 8 1 2-890-2495.

Call (708) 261 -5741

______

1 1 /1 7

______

VI LLAG E

HELP WANTED

R ENTALS .

for 2006-2007. 1

1 1 /1 7

Renting

B R & 2BR

Apartments. Also 1

B R Apt.

or 2nd

Brian 's Place needs part time

w/Joom for studying

DJ and Go-Go dancers. Apply

Laundry Facilities, Furnished &

in

person

2 1 00

Broadway.

Near

Mattoon 234-4 1 5 1 .

Campus.

Call

for

BR.
an

Appointment (21 7) 345-251 6.

______

1 1 /1 7

____

1 1 /1 8

CAMPUS CLIPS
COLLEGES AGAINST CANCER. G REAT AMERICAN SMOKE

OUT! Today we are trying to get all smokers to quit. Head to the
HERC to get a FREE quit kit. You can find us all around campus all

day!
NOVEMBER I NTERNATIONAL FORUM. Christina Yousaf, E I U
Family Consumer Science, will present "Leaming t o Love: Arranged
Marriage." Don't miss this informative discussion of other cultures.
Thursday, November 1 7 from 2:30 to 3:30 in the Charleston

�:

·

P l ease call

US

FOR 06-07

Call 348-0 1 57 for additional

348-0673 and l eave a mes

R ENTALS. From $230 to $475

information.

sage.

mo per person. Ph. 348.7746.

______

1 1 129

1 219
__
___

00.

_______

llJe-� limtl
·

ACROSS
1 Pepperdine
University site
7 "_ little spice
to your life"
11 Rotund
14 1 950 Asimov
classic
1 5 You name it
16 Blood-type let
ters
1 7 Each animal
has one in "Old
MacDonald Had
a Farm"
1 8 Crux
19 Excessively
20 Shakespearean
bird call
23 Devils and
Angels, e.g.
27 Highest score in
baccarat

Crossword

28 Many an office
has one
29 Forearm part
30 Learns
32 "Laughed
myself silly!"

51 They usually
have two run
ners on
52 Radar's.home
town, in
" M *A* S * H"

14
17

55 Kind of tax

34 Natio nal Poetry - 56 Been in bed
Month
.. --1-+-57 Offi cially choose ....-138 Set of advan
62 Epilogue
tages
39 National airline
of Afghanistan
40 Request on a
memo from the
boss
41 Advice of
patience

63 Prong
64 Item literally useful in reading
the answers to
20-, 32-, 41 and 52-Across
65 Late July birth

44 Like some chest 66 Linear
pain
67 Nutso
46 X

_

xylophone

so Ones making
pantry raids?

52
55
62
65

47 Engrave

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

Mattoon Room 'in ·Ml:K Un

park

St.

Second floor.

Must see, no pets.

(DsL capable).

g u aranteed

DOWN
1 Start to take?
2

nouveau

3 Mauna
4 _ Saud,
founder of
Saudi Arabia
5 Yahoos
6

Jazz venue

time!"
13 Kind of fairy

37 Many yards

21 N.Y. Liberty's
org .
22 Ward site
23 Ballet apparel
24 Sneak off

7 Worry

25 Win by _

a �Stop procrastinatingl"

26 Dolphinfish

9 Close pitch

36 Grants-_

30 Grazed
31 Italian

port

41 Bolivian under·
ground?
42 Off-key
43 Kiln
45 "Sir _ and thl
Green Knight"
47 Oil holder
48 Rope

NATIONAL

DAY CARE:

CONTI NUED FROM PAGE 1

BRIEFS

"That is awful as a single mom on cam
pus," Luna said. "Some women feel they
can't go on going to school (after having a
child)."
. The idea is a good one, but the rost is
just too high, Hencken said
"Day care is a very expensive proposition
if you have not established a program," he
said.
Among the expenses that had to be con-

on Patriot Act
ld renew provisions ,
b FBI power to probe

·

INGTON - A tentative agreement to renew the
Act this week teetered late Wednesday without
support of the lead Senate negotiator, as Democrats
ed that the draft wouldn't sufficiently curb the
wer to probe the most private aspects of people's
after House and Senate negotiators said they had
a tentative pre-dawn agreement, Democrats arid

·

rtarians complained that it didn't address their chief
: the curbing of FBI power to gather certain infor
by requiring the investigators to prove the subject's
are connected to a foreign agent or government.
es a nod toward checks and balances without fixing
t fundamental flaws in the Patriot Act," said Lisa

rats sound warning on Alito nomination
document raises questions
HINGTON - Democrat� said on Wednesday that
Alito's confirmation was not guaranteed as senators
e focus on a 20-year-old document in which the
e Court nominee asserted that the Constitution
not protect a right to an abortion."
one who thinks that this nomination is a foregone
ion is sadly mistaken," said New York Sen. Charles
er, one of several Democrats who used Senate speech-.
'ticize Alito.
ere are too many questions still t� be answered, too
doubts still to be alleviated to say that this nomination
dunk," Schumer said.
rvative Republi�s came to Alito's defense, with
committing their votes more than a month before his
confirmation hearing.

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

FOR RENT
N EW 6 B E D ROOM

Apartments: 1 , 2, 3

HOUSE

FOR FALL 2006 ! 1f you are a

for Fall 2006. Close to

group of 6 girls looking for the

. 4 locations to choose

newest, nicest, and largest 6

2ed room ,

�---0
--- 0

3 bath house two

blocks from campus CALL 345-

6 1 00.

Everything

except

electric

incl uded

and

ea.

www.jensenrentals.com

, nice apartments, off
parking, trash paid . No

oo
FAL L

-7286.

00.

January 2006 : Two
"shed apt. Stove, refrig-

r

2006-

3

B E D ROOM

D U P LEX 2009 1 1 th St. 325.00
ea.345-6 1 00

sidered were the cost of a location, staff that
had to be certified, insurance and building
costs.
Blair Lord, provost and vice president for
academic affairs, informed Student Senate
that the issues with the old study were still
around, said Chelsea Frederick, student vice
president for academic affairs.
Those problems }'Vere cost, community
relation problems and the problems with
starting up a new business.
Barbara Warmoth, executive director of
the Chai:leston Community Day Care

www.jensen-

rentals.com

C, $445 single/$250

TEACHERS:

Greuel also mentioned the differ
ence in diversity between Chicago and
rural.schools. Around here, there's not
much diversiry, she said. The children
are mostly middle-class.
Greuel and Murphy both men
tioned child discipline as a challenge
to becoming a teacher.
"The only thing I'm worried about
is class discipline," Greuel said.
She suggested that while the topic is
addressed in classes, she would like to
have a class focused around the topic.
. According to the survey, 95 percent
of new teachers plan to stay in educa
tion, with more than 85 percent plan
ning to remain in a teaching role.
"Being a teacher, you have to love
it, so there are no bad parts," Lystlund
said.

who speak English as a second lan
guage.
Lindsay Greuel, senior elementary
that we want to focus upon making education major, said that she feels
sure we can maintain and continue it prepared, but she would like more
preparation in practicum. Practicum,
as part of our program," Rohn said.
The project also highlighted areas which lasts three weeks from 8 to 1 1
for improvement. Nearly 20 percent a.m. gives education majors a chance
of the 2,000 graduates surveyed to work and teach children in the
reported they did not have complete field.
"When I go out there, I feel like I
knowledge of state technology stan
dards. Fifty-five percent of new teach know what I'm doing," Greuel said.
ers reported applying technology stan "But I'd like more experience. I didn't
dards in their classrooms. Another get any hands-on except for those
area that suggested improvements was three weeks."
Education majors also must com
in English as a second language .
Rohn said that Eastern' s education plete 30 hours of observation and
program is holding discussions on then a semester of student teaching.
how to improve its approach to train Greuel will student teach next semes
ing teachers on how to teach students . ter.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER
-m� �1R\ \-\\ N6.
0{ l�l.:of \��\\oN

1

N ice houses and apartments all
pus. Good rates.345-6967
00
EXC E PTIONALLY ECON O M I -

. available for second

CALI

. Call 345-6000

WITH

_______:00

HALF OF DUPLEX APT.
1

B E D ROOM

LOFT.

F U R N I S H E D FOR A S I NG LE
OR COUPLE. $385/MO FOR 1
O R $435/MO FOR 2 . 1 BLOCK

Phone 345-

N ORTH OF O'BR I E N

F I ELD

FOR SCHOOL YEAR 2006/07.
CALL JAN AT 345-8350.
---�-0
-- 0

BUCHANAN
M ENTS :

APART,

ST.

1 , 2 , &3

APA RTM ENTS

B E D ROOM
AVA I LABLE

FOR FALL 06-07. PLENTY OF
OR

@

345-

OFF

STR E ET

PAR K I N G ,

WATER AND TRAS H INCLUD
E D . CALL 345� 1 266

periodically.

that started it all, "said Painter. "If you
google 'Portion Size Me,' you'll get 200 hits
just fur the film. "
Painter has also receiyed a lot of interna
tional media attention.
From Washington State to rpe Taiwan
Daily News, newspapers all over the world
are running articles about Painter's film.
The feather in Painter's media coverage
cap will air Nov. 22 on the CBS Evening
'
News.
"They're doing a series on obesity in
America and they're going to show what
they filmed while they were here," he said
Painter hopes that the Evening News
piece will be a stepping-stone to the CBS
morning show, Oprah and Late Night with
David Letterman.
"I told the evening news producer to
knock on Dave's door and tdl him that he
knew a guy who could come on his show
and teach him about portion sizes," Painter
said
While he dreams of promoting his film
on Letterman, Painter is also a realist.
"We're just going to see," said Painter. "I
hope it will go big once people see it."

sizes for rent. All close to cam

Pinetree has 2&3

.

professional levd, but we have to learn as we
go."
"The documenraiy has been a first of
minute details," said Painter. "Mainly, they many � for us," Grant said. "The proj
thought there wasn't enough information ects before this didn't require us to learn the
about the subjects of the film and what they advanced filming or lighting techniques."
Another first for Grant was devoting two
were eating, they wanted to know what
hours of editing time for every minute of
happened and how it happened."
Painter decided to take out some of the film that was shot.
With the changes Painter war{ts made,
talking heads and add more graphics.
Adding more graphics meant taking his we have 100 more how-S of editing, Grant
subjects, Aaron Grobengieser and Ellen said
Both Grant and Thomas are under a
Shike, to Dairy Queen, Kentucky Fried
Chicken and Jimmy Johns and filming time crunch considering Painter wants the
them ordering ·and eating fust food last film completed in three weeks. Once the
film is completed, Painter plans on sdling it
week.
This meant more work for his team of on learningzoneexpress.com, a Web site that
sdls education films.
editors.
By marketing through an educational
Antoine Thomas, graduate assistant · for
the Center for Academic Technology Web site, it will reach college and high
Support and Pete Grant, Multi Media school fumily and consumer sciences teach
Specialist at CATS, have spent hundreds of ers, Painter said
The film won't be on sale fur at least
hours filming and editing the documentary.
"It's sort of unpn:dictable," said Thomas. another month, but Painrer, Thomas and
"The entire project was a learning rurve, we Grant have already received a large amount
have the best and latest products here at of media coverage.
"Techcentral.com did a story on it and
CATS and we have the ability to edit at a

oo

.---0
--- 0

Center, was on the committee that recently
investigated the practicality of an on-cam
pus day care
"I sent a letter to both Student (Senate)
and Faculty Senate to take a look at every
thing," she said. ''You can't just have stu
dents come in to watch the kids."
The certification process consists of the
Department of Child and Family Services
putting the day care center through a licens
ing process every three years, Warmoth
said. DCFS then checks up on the center

DOCUMENTARY:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

water.

375.00

_______
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BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER
THANl(SGt'llNG'S (QMING.
BOYS. SHOULD WE HA'IE SMQl(EP
1URl(EY OR FRIED 1URl(EY?
1URl(EY. HUH? I THOUGHT
YOU D:EDtf'T WAtfr TO
DIE A HORRIBLE DEATH l1Y
DROVY'41NG IN YOUR OWN
m.x.us. BUT HEY. GO AHEAD.

T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S
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VOLLEYBALL

WRESTLING

Panthers will face six of nation's top 20 teams
-

Missouri Open
includes three of
nation' s top four
BY

PATRICK VITT

STAFF REPORTER

After Eastern had two wrestlers fin
ish in the top five in last week's meet,
the Missouri Open is the second meet
of the season and will be a proving
ground.
Oklahoma State and Oklahoma
are ranked No. 1 and No. 2 in the
NCAA and will be part of this
Sunday's open. In this weekend's
meet, the Panthers will be wrestling

,

against six of the top 20 teams _in the
nation, including No. 4 Illinois.
"Oklahoma State is ranked No. 1
in the country and along with
schools like Iowa State, Oklahoma
and Illinois, this will be an outstand�
ing tournament," said-Eastern head
coach Ralph McCausland.
Eastern went 0-2 last season
against Missouri and Indiana in indi
vidual meets last season; both teams
are ranked in the top 20 this season
and will be at the open.
This weekend is a split meet where
freshmen and sophomore wrestlers
will wrestle in their own meet with
the upperclassmen left to wrestle in
the second meet. This is done so true
freshmen get college experience and

''This will be an
outstanding
tournament."
RALPH McCAUSLAND, HEAD COACH

are not thrust directly into wrestling a
three-time All-American senior.
Eastern's top performers at last
week's meet, junior Kenny Robertson
(174-pound weight class) and junior
Danny Perei (285 pounds), will be
counted on for another top five per
formance.
Both will be wrestling the No. 1
ranked talent in their weight class at
Mizzou.
Robertson
will
be

rematched against Missouri junior
Ben Askre� who pinned Robertson
in the 1 74-pound championship for
his only loss at last weeks Central
Missouri Open.
McCausland knows he can count
on solid matches from Robertson
and Perez, but also sees promise in
freshmen Jeff Tharp and Thomas.
Johnson.
"Both wrestled well in their first
meet as true freshman. Both have
that competitive nature and that is
something difficult to coach,"
McCausland said.
"Both of their wrestling futures are
quite bright, we just want them to get
as much college experience as possi
ble as freshmen."

Kennedy
All- OVC a;
'kind of ·c
Senior middle
Kennedy was the lone
to the All-Ohio Vi
first team, the co
Thursday evening. It
way to end her
went from being
Newcomer team in
year, to a second team
tion her junior year 10
selection this season.
"It's kind of cool,•

Kennedy finished
in the conference with
percentage and 10th
ence with a team
per game.

WOIKE:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 2

said. "He needs to
about how much con
a play.
"I hope he uses
when he is run ·
there is."
Really though,
does Mullins ha�e?
will be hit.

. .......
.. ...., ... Z4

ISC ll llll
WIMi llaolt
llntot Olullo
ii ..... 11111
.......

ERIC HILTNER/THE CWLY EASTERN NEWS

PANTHERS:

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 2

"We're not going to b e able to
play with this quality of a team and
have 20 turnovers and get out
'
rebounded," she said.
Turnovers were a problem for the
Panthers in the two exhibition games
as the team combined for 41 against
Missouri-St. Louis and Chicago
.
Odyssey.
A starting line-up for Eastern is

not set yet, as Sallee believes that the
number of players he uses will be an
advantage, as well as the full-court
press the Panthers utilize.
"We have to get the press going,
get our tempo/ going a little bit
because (USC's) numbers aren't as
good as ours so we have to use our
numbers to negate their talent," he
said. .
Hawaii faces USC on Saturday
before squaring off against Eastern
Monday. The Rainbow Wahine fin-

''We're not going to be
able to play with this
quality of a team and
have 20 tumoven n•"
MEGAN SPARKS, GUARD

ished last year 1 1 -14, bowing out in
the first round · of the Western
Athletic Conference Tournament
but renirn their leading scorer from

last year in senior guard Amy
Sanders, who averaged 1 2 ppg.
With the Panthers being under
dogs in both the games this week
end, Sallee still believes that this
weekend will benefit the team in the
long run. .
"I think if we go out and compete
that we will be better when we get
into late December, January,
February and against our conference
opponents, and this is what this trip
is really about," he said.

running quarter
vulnerable.
If the Panther

Dan WOikt,

major, isn't mJJy

loan him your Fa

WOiktda@gmail

SOUTH
SIDE CAFE
Open Sam - 2pm Monday - Sat.

Breakfast served anytime!
Daily Ss>ecials
. 6 1 4 Jackson Ave.
345-5089

ADVE RTI S E WITH U S
AN D MAK E A L L
YO U R W I L D E ST
D'R E AM S COM E

TRU E !

ad designers
knowledge ofAdobe Photoshop +
, previous design experience a plus

-

11

call today and DESIGN your fumre S

•
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"Big hits seem to come my way."

Sellers'
'05 stats
•th rough 1 0 games

2

Forced fumbles

3

Sacks

11d stones

ERIC HILTNER/THE C:WLY EASTERN

NEWS

may break bones, but the other team's offense knows Clint Sellers will hurt them - sometimes literally. Sellers leads the team in tackles with 102.

MERING

AWAY

Each week the team gives a hammer to the player who
delivers the hardest hit. Sellers has won four.
Sellers wants to win.
Panthers junior linebacker tries to
er he can to make sure the
football team succeeds in
the sidelines.
it doesn't stop there.
hate losing," Sellers said.
he'll start a playful argument every
and then, or he'll race a teammate
ce.
start arguments with guys

on the
like Steve Sobolowski. Every
when we come in to watch game
ts, we always get in arguments
who was there first for a chair,"
said. "When me and my room
(senior defensive end Travis
) come over here, we'll go difways and see who gets here first."
when Eastern defensive coordina-

·

"the hammer award," for the

biggest hit each week, Sellers had his
eyes on it.
"
"Big hits seem to come my way,
Sellers said. "I try to hit someone as
hard as I can every time."
As a result he's won the award four
times this season.
And this season, he's had a lot of
chanc.es for the Panthers (8-2, 7-0 Ohio
Valley- Conference).
Sellers leads the Panthers and OVC
with 1 02 tackles - of which 73 have
been unassisted and 1 1 .5 have been for
a loss of yards.
Sellers has helped elevate the
Panthers' defense in his first season at
Eastern.
Afi:er beginning his collegiate career
at Northern Iowa, Sellers went to North
Iowa Community College. While he
played there, he caught Bellantoni's eye.

"They would call me a lot," Sellers
said. "Eastern really went after me."
Sellers enrolled at Eastern last
January, giving him time to adjust into
a new system.
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said
the offseason time played a big fuctor in
Sellers' early succ.ess.
.
"I think that was really critical," Spoo
said. "He may have started. early, bu�
(arriving later) would have put him
behind more."
But Sellers already po� one
quality Spoo admired before he ever
stepped on the field as a Panther. Sellers
wrestled.
"I've always been a little biased
towards those guys who wrestled and
play football as well," Spoo said. "To
me, it's kind of the ultimate one-on-one
competition.

"You have to be tough minded."
It shouldn't come as a surprise Sellers
was a competitive prep wrestler in his
home state of Iowa - but not at first.
Sellers said he struggled on· the mats
initially. Afi:er two seasons with losing
records, Sellers failed to advance beyond
the sectional meet his j unior year.
So he spent the summer refining his
skills, and the end result was an Iowa
state championship in the 1 89-pound
weight class.
And that's the second part of Sellers'
competitiveness - expectations of suc

4

Interceptions

12

Tackles for loss
,

73

Solo tackles

cess .

It's why Sellers said he's not shocked
by his contributions on the football field
this season:
"I expected what I've done; I expect it
out of me," he said. "I did it at the ju-co
level, and I know it's .not the same. To
me, it doesn't matter where you're at or
what you're doing, you should still
want to be the best at what you do.
"That's my thing."

.

.

1 02
Tackles

and check out
our ad specials
1115

ads for $ZS

T h is is a g reat way to get yo u r name i n front of thousan ds of st udents for one amaz ing price.
Th is special i s terrific for embarr_ass i.n g yo u r friends on their b i rthdays .

Space Saver · $100
This special is ideal for a small adve rtising b u dget . We offer u n l i m ited adv_e rt ising in o u r
n ewspape r f o r one l o w price . The D E N h as open space t h at c o u l d be used b y yo u r busi ness .

RSO Special · 1113 for

$1Z

Th is special is specifically des i gned to help you r Reg istered Stu dent O rgan ization p u b licize the
events and causes t h at m ake it u n i q u e . Also , adve rtising with us can h e l p you attract attent ion
and gain members h i p from thousands of students .

Verge · ZJG for $1Z
The Ve rg e , o u r weekend entertainment g u i d e , is back on Fridays . The Verg�. along with t h is g reat
special , is a perfect ven u e for adve rtising weekend entertain ment and events for you r bus iness .

Call S81·2816 to speak with
your friendly DEN ad rep

Half-off Mondays
All Monday disp lay ads are reduced 50% when you advertise on Fridays (wh e n· used with contract
and open rates) . Th is offer is not valid with any oth e r special .

PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
TODAY

SWIMMING AT SAINT Lours

FRIDAY

OVC TOURNEY: VOllEYBAll vs. SEMO

SATURDAY

FOOTBALL AT

JACKSONVILLE

STATE

M-BASKETBALL AT XAVIER

OVC TOURNEY: VOLLEYBAll (SEMI-FINAL)"
WRESTLING AT MISSOURI

SUNDAY

0P£N

OVC TOURNEY: VOllEYILUl (CHAMPIONSH•)•

• If vol

Eastern Illinois Uni11i

THuRsoAY, NOVFMBER 1 7, 2005

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SEASON OPENER

Here's what they mean by a fresh start. When Eastern
meets USC on Sunday, eight Panthers - that's more
than half the team - will make their debut.

No one likes to
injured.
Wait, that's not
were, there would
Exposure," Vo
Ultimate

Fighting

or ."Celebrity

nothing quite like
put a hurt on
'Wdcome Back
ing.)
With athletcS,
ent, and that's
State's senior q
Mullins needs to

his game with

Mullins is
back; he's

a

passed

rushed for 328

You

are

I
MATT DAN I E LS

. . STORY BY

I

After two weeks of practice following its last exhibition

I L L U STRATION BY

out with a hip injury, but will make the trip.

Sallee said �i despite the loss of Cameron, the Panthers

game, Eastern opens the 2005-2006 regular sea.son cam
paign in Hawaii against No. 24 Southern California and

are

host Hawaii in the Waikiki Beach Marriot Classic.

the second round of the . NCAA Tournament last year

"We're very excited, but we're &oing there to play games
so that fun's about that," said junior guard Megan Casad.

in for a steep challenge against use, who advanced to

before losing to eventual NCAA runner-up Michigan State

61 -59.
"They've got so much talent that they'll be able to pick

The Panthers square off against USC at 9 p.m. Sunday
and Hawaii at 1 0 p.m. on Monday.

up that slack," he said. "But, it'll be interesting to see how

Second-year head coach Brady Sallee knows his team will
face a more formidable challenge in this year's opener com

they play without their leading scorer on the floor."

pared to last year.

led the W�men of Troy with 5.8 boards a game last year,

"That was kind of the idea," said Sallee about facing USC
and Hawaii. The team opened up againSt NAIA opponent

U�C's other returning starter, senior Meghan Gnekow,
and Sallee believes that winning the battle on the offensive
glass will keep the Panthers in the game.

Saint Francis (IL) last year with an 88-52 win.

•

"We have to limit them to one shot and if we can

"Last year, our pre-conference schedule did not prepare

defend them well enough and make them miss that one

us for conference and I didn't put that schedule together,"

shot and rebound it, we have a chance to have the same

Sallee said. "Even though we were 7-4 coming out of it, I

amount of possessions as they do," he said.
. "If it turns into them just throwing it off the backboard

just don't think we got a whole lot out of it. We played

until they make a shot, it's going to be tough."

and beat a lot of teams that we should have."
USC will be without the services of its leading return

Senior guard Megan Sparks said that limiting turnovers

ing scorer, sophomore Brynn Cameron, who is also dating

would be another key this weekend, especially against

Trojan quarterback and Heisman candidate Matt Leinart.

use.

Cameron averaged 9.8 points per game last year and led

SEE

USC with 72 three-pointers, a USC school record. She is

3

Returning points
per game
•

.

I

.

,

MATT W I L LS

True freshman
on this J8ar's squad
.

.

•
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PANTHERS
BY THE
NUMBERS
'

PANTHERS

10

PAGE 1 0

Number of wins
last J8ar

17

Number of losses
last J8ar
.
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